Abstract-Fourier ptychography (FP) is a newly developed computational imaging approach that achieves both high resolution and wide field of view by stitching a series of low-resolution images captured under angle-varied illumination. So far, many supervised data-driven models have been applied to solve inverse imaging problems. These models need massive amounts of data to train, and are limited by the dataset characteristics. In FP problems, generic datasets are always scarce, and the optical aberration varies greatly under different acquisition conditions. To address these dilemmas, we model the forward physical imaging process as an interpretable physics-guided neural network (PgNN), where the reconstructed image in the complex domain is considered as the learnable parameters of the neural network. Since the optimal parameters of the PgNN can be derived by minimizing the difference between the model-generated images and real captured angle-varied images corresponding to the same scene, the proposed PgNN can get rid of the problem of massive training data as in traditional supervised methods. Applying the alternate updating mechanism and the total variation regularization, PgNN can flexibly reconstruct images with improved performance. In addition, the Zernike mode is incorporated to compensate for optical aberrations to enhance the robustness of FP reconstructions. As a demonstration, we show our method can reconstruct images with smooth performance and detailed information in both simulated and experimental datasets. In particular, when validated in an extension of a high-defocus, high-exposure tissue section dataset, PgNN outperforms traditional FP methods with fewer artifacts and distinguishable structures.
INTRODUCTION
I N many biomedical applications, it has always been difficult to simultaneously obtain both high resolution and large field of view (FOV) images. Regardless of advancements in sophisticated mechanical scanning microscope systems and lensless microscopy setups, the modification of conventional microscopes to obtain ideal highresolution results has been a hot topic of recent research work. Fourier ptychography (FP) in particular is a simple and cost-effective analytical method for this application [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
As a newly proposed computational imaging method, FP integrates principles of phase retrieval [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] and aperture synthesizing [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] for achieving both high resolution and large FOV images with amplitude and phase. By introducing a programmable color LED matrix as an angle-varied coherent illumination source, FP can sequentially capture low-resolution intensity images corresponding to distinct apertures of the frequency spectrum of the sample. This capturing mechanism is able to shift the high-frequency spectrum into the passband of the low numerical aperture (NA) objective lens and makes it possible for low-NA lens to detect such information. Inspired by aperture synthesizing, FP then iteratively stitches a series of captured low-resolution intensity images together in the Fourier domain to enlarge the passband of the microscopy while no interferometric measurements for phase detection are needed. To further recover the lost phase component, FP applies the phase retrieval mechanism to unroll relevant information from sequential intensity images. As such, FP can reconstruct a object with an equivalent high-NA and a larger FOV via a conventional microscope and is widely used in hematology [14] , pathology [15] and so on.
FP is such a low-cost and effective approach that it has received increasing attention over the past few years. For the image reconstruction procedure, Ou et al. [2] embedded a pupil function recovery process in FP to reconstruct the optical aberrations produced by the unknown point spread function (PSF) of the objective lens, resulting in greater flexibility in FP. For the hardware setup, the strategic application of multiplexed illumination effectively reduced the acquisition time and image capturing requirements [3] , [16] , [17] .
Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been proven to reliably provide inductive answers to the inverse problem in computational imaging [12] . Thus, the ability of FP to reconstruct the sample image can be enhanced by seeking cross-integration with deep learning. In early studies, several deep learning architectures, such as CNN and cGAN, have been applied to solve FP problems in several situations by learning the underlying mapping function from the measurement to the solution, and it turns out that neural networks can indeed recover valuable sample images from static or temporal datasets in a short time period [18] , [19] . However, the above applications can only reconstruct the amplitude portion of the objects. The ability to recover the lost phase component can provide valuable instructive information from another perspective. Inspired by [20] , Zhang et al. [21] preprocessed a synthesized 2-channels input containing amplitude and phase, and successfully recovered the sample image via a multiscale deep residual network. Furthermore, a neural network was used to learn the design of an LED source pattern to reduce the acquisition cost [22] . All the aforementioned neural networks are based on supervised data-driven architectures which need massive amounts of data to learn an underlying mapping. However, since general FP datasets are scarce and image capturing conditions are diverse, it is hard for these networks to be widely applied. Under these circumstances, physics-based neural networks have been employed to reduce the required amount of data by learning some specific scalar weights of an LED matrix, but it still requires a lot of training data [23] , [24] .
In order to compensate for the dilemma of insufficient training data and make the framework available under various FP microscopy setups, we design an interpretable physics-guided neural network (PgNN) by modeling the Fourier ptychographic forward imaging process via the neural network. Besides, we also incorporate various optical and deep-learning tools into our model. With a combination of a physics-based network and an alternate updating mechanism, our model can unroll the intensity and phase images of a sample with both wide FOV and high resolution without the need for a ground truth and prior aberration knowledge, and the pupil function of the objective lens can be recovered simultaneously. Next, by introducing the total variation function on both the intensity and the phase components of the sample object, PgNN is able to obtain superior results. In addition, we incorporated the Zernike polynomial into our model to improve the modality of recovered aberration. Through our experiments, we demonstrate that PgNN works well in both simulated and experimental datasets. Specially, PgNN can outperform traditional FP methods when recovering a object in the complex domain from a high-defocus, high-exposure tissue section dataset.
In summary, our proposed model can obtain superresolution results from a dataset captured from a single object without any supervision by designing a physics-guided framework and modeling targets as parameters of the network's hidden layers. In addition, we introduced optical theories and network tools to verify how these parameters can affect network performance. From the simulated and experimental results, we find that these methods do indeed improve the output performance and make the model more robust in extreme microscopy conditions. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief review of developments in biomedical applications which utilize DNN to reduce human efforts. In Section 3, we discuss the fundamental principles and reconstruction procedure of FP. In Sections 4 and 5, we provide a detailed description of the development of PgNN, enhancing its performance step by step and validating it on both simulated and experimental datasets under variant acquisition conditions. Finally, we summarize the experimental results and discuss our on-going efforts in Sections 6 and 7.
RELATED WORK
Traditionally, to solve the non-linear inverse imaging problem, case-by-case analysis is necessary. By explicitly defining the type of problem and carefully engineering domain knowledge to design a dedicated imaging model, analytical methods can find optimized results [12] , [25] , [26] . Unlike this sophisticated process, DNN does not benefit from such prior knowledge but utilizes structured frameworks to dig into the underlying mapping towards the inverse problem in massive datasets. Due to the infinite possibilities of DNN, more and more biomedical imaging problems are being solved with the neural network, such as computed tomography (CT) [26] , image super-resolution [27] , magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [28] , [29] , holography [12] , [20] , [30] , [31] and cross-modality learning in CT/MRI [32] , [33] . DNN is even more widely used outside the scope of biomedical imaging applications.
However, generic datasets are always scarce due to patient privacy and the diversity of the acquisition environments. For these reasons, although data-driven models can always provide reliable solutions when there exists sufficient data, the problem of over-fitting or generalization has always plagued us in biomedical applications.
Some physics-based models have already been proposed to overcome this dilemma, making it possible to converge quickly with a small number of samples in signal processing and so on [23] , [34] , [35] . Following this idea, we attempt to design a pure physics-guided model to address the limitation of insufficient training data and utilize empirical tools to further improve the performance of such a framework.
FOURIER PTYCHOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY
As a classic analytical method, the Fourier ptychography is mainly composed of the explicit forward imaging model and the decomposition procedure. Considering the generalized FP schematic diagram setup shown in Fig. 1a , the sample is illuminated by an oblique plane wave from the LED matrix, and the exit wave is then captured by the camera through the objective lens. By sequentially lighting distinct LEDs on the matrix, FP can get a series of lowresolution intensity images to recover a high-resolution one.
In the forward procedure, we denote the thin sample as its transmission function o(r), where r = (x, y) represents the 2D spatial coordinates with its Fourier expression as k = (k x , k y ). When illuminated by the n th oblique monochromatic LED, the reflected light wave can be denoted as e n (r) = o(r) exp(ik n ), where ' ' denotes the element-wise multiplication and k n = (k n x , k n y ) donates the n th wave vector corresponding to the angle of incident illumination. The final wave captured by the camera can be expressed as
where ' * ' denotes convolution, P (r) denotes the PSF of the objective lens and I ln (r) denotes the corresponding captured low-resolution intensity image. Here, we note that subscripts l, h and n denote low-resolution, high-resolution and sequence number, respectively. Since the convolution operation in spatial domain equals to the multiplication operation in Fourier domain, Equation (1) can be further interpreted as
where 'F ' refers to Fourier transformation, C n (k) = F{exp(ik n ) · P (r)} = C(k − k n ) denotes the corresponding Fourier spectrum of the n th PSF, and O(k) denotes the Fourier transformation of o(r). The standard formulation of the coherent transfer function (CTF) can be expressed as
where 'step' refers to the step function, NA characterizes the range of angles over which the system can accept light, k 0 = 2π/λ and λ is the illumination wavelength. For diffraction-limited imaging, the CTF is a strict circular passband located at the center of the Fourier spectrum, and C n (k) is equal to the shift of the CTF center to the location k n . As such, the high frequency information outside the original CTF is shifted into the passband of the low-NA objective lens and can be captured by the camera. Then, FP can synthesize these images with different spectral information to estimate a high-resolution result. Generally, FP reconstructs the high-resolution image through a phase retrieval theory called alternating projection (AP), which iteratively updates distinct circular subregion by keeping its spatial phase unchanged and replacing its spatial amplitude with the square root of corresponding captured intensity image, to recover the phase component. One classic implementation of AP can be formulated as
where ϕ ln (k) = O(k) C n (k) denotes the specific subregion of the sample's Fourier spectrum under n th illumination, and Φ hn (r) denotes the updated high-resolution image in the spatial domain.
The premise of (4), (5) is that the sample should be strictly placed on the focal plane, which requires careful calibration in practical applications [36] . Meanwhile, as the low-NA objective lens is not originally designed for high resolution imaging applications, the optical aberration becomes the limiting factor when increasing image resolution [2] . As such, FP always embeds an extra method after AP to compensate for this interference. The supplementary decomposition process is usually composed of two parts. Firstly, the object reconstruction process can be expressed as
This function is used to update the sample spectrum under the current aberration function C m (k) and the n th wave vector k n , where ϕ hn (k) = F{Φ hn } denotes the updated highresolution subregion corresponding to ϕ ln (k), and ϕ hn (k) is corrected from the difference of those two exit waves during AP. The iterative decomposition procedure embedded with the pupil function recovery process, where the sequential captured intensity images are used to recover the high-resolution sample image and CTF through steps 1-6.
Step 1: initialize the high-resolution object and CTF.
Step 2: extract a low-resolution aperture of the sample's Fourier spectrum corresponding to a unique wave vector.
Step 3: replace the intensity component with the corresponding captured image in spatial domain while keeping the phase component unchanged to obtain the high-resolution aperture.
Step 4: apply (6), (7) to remove the effect of optical aberration and thus correct two targets.
Step 5: repeat steps 2-4 for other oblique wave vectors until all captured images are used.
Step 6: repeat steps 2-5 several times until convergence.
Next, with a similar form, the aberration update process for CTF can be expressed as
where the subscript 'm' is used to represent the current state of the CTF. In addition, subscript 'max' refers to the maximum function and the superscript ' * ' denotes the conjugation. The constants α and β represent the step size of the optimization, which usually take 1 for majority cases. We should note that (6), (7) are usually used to correct the effects of the optical aberration CTF after the phase retrieval process defined in (4), (5) .
Following the above principles, the modified FP decomposition procedure is shown in Fig. 1b , where steps 1-6 are used to illustrate the overall process. In the first step, FP initializes the object and CTF, where the up-sampled captured intensity image under the central LED with zero phase is a good starting point for the object and the step function defined in (3) is a general initial guess for the CTF (a guess of a tiny defocus distance also works). Following the AP defined in (4), (5), FP selects a circular subregion of the object under a particular illumination angle in Fourier domain (step 2) and updates the frequency information by replacing the spatial amplitude component with the corresponding captured image (step 3). Then, to eliminate the artifacts caused by the unknown CTF, step 4 applies (6), (7) to further update these two targets. In step 5, steps 2-4 are repeated for other illuminations until the whole frequency information is updated. It is critical that each extracted subregion must overlap with adjacent subregions to assure convergence. At the end, FP repeats the above procedures to get self-consistent solutions for the sample and CTF.
METHOD

The Basic Framework of PgNN
Introducing professional knowledge into a neural network model is equivalent to providing a strong prior condition for datasets, which is helpful for the network to better learn underlying mappings within limited data. Following this idea, we model the forward imaging process via a neural network called physics-guided neural network (PgNN), which could quickly reconstruct the sample image from captured intensity images illuminated under various angles. To enhance the capability to distinguish characteristics of the sample and CTF respectively, we mainly model the framework in the Fourier domain and transfer the whole FP forward imaging process into the neural network
where ϕ ln , ϕ hn represent the original and updated subregion in Fourier domain during the AP and ' ' denotes the phase component. Fig. 2 illustrates the detailed pipeline procedure and basic framework of PgNN. Specifically, PgNN is composed of several training stages, and each stage consists of different units. As shown in Fig. 2b , each unit has its own physical meaning, which strictly corresponds to one forward imaging model under the unique batch input of the plane wave incident k n and the captured intensity image I ln (r). Here, we name these units as varying angle illumination units (VAIUs). By sequentially inputting the parameters of sample and CTF into these VAIUs, the network can extract the highresolution sample image and optical aberration CTF in the complex domain from the feature maps of corresponding hidden layers. Without confusion, each VAIU essentially corresponds to a forward propagation process of neural networks.
The basic framework of VAIU is shown in Fig. 2c . This unit takes the wave vector k n and the square root of captured intensity image I ln as the network inputs, and the object image and CTF are then naturally treated as two-channel (the real and imaginary parts) learnable feature maps of hidden layers to participate in the training procedure. Following the forward imaging model defined in (8) , (9), the target object O(k) is forward propagated through the well-designed framework to generate a subregion ϕ ln (k) of the Fourier spectrum under the conditions of k n and the other target C(k). Then, the low-resolution spectrum ϕ ln (k) is transmitted via the AP with I ln (r), and an updated high-resolution spectrum ϕ hn (k) is generated.
According to the phase retrieval mechanism, the two exit wave series of predicted spectra and updated spectra should contain the same frequency information when converged. Therefore, the differences between these spectra are back propagated to optimize the whole network, and the model can simultaneously recover the object and the pupil function without supervision in ideal situation. The basic loss function used in PgNN can be expressed as
where L2-norm is used to measure the differences and N denotes the number of varying illumination angles. In addition, we should note that this network is modeled in the complex field and all the layers are defined with the real and the imaginary parts. For example, we can rewrite (8) in the complex domain as
where the subscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. After traversing the whole dataset, we can extract parameters of hidden layers to get the optimized sample and CTF.
Alternate Updating Mechanism
Theoretically, we can obtain the high-resolution sample and CTF by repeating the iteration procedure within several stages. However, since the inputs of the PgNN only contains finite images (corresponding to different illumination angles of a single object) and each image contains redundant information due to the frequency overlap, the sample and CTF will interfere with each other in backpropagation and the reconstructed image will be highly blurred. In order to eliminate this dilemma, we devise an alternate updating mechanism to ensure good results. , and has its own dataset input. We should note that each VAIU is essentially equivalent to a forward propagation process of our neural network under different batch inputs, and the optimized results will be extracted from corresponding hidden layers in (c). (c) The basic framework of VAIU corresponding to (8), (9), (10).
As shown in Fig. 2a , unlike the general consecutive iterative process, PgNN is composed of 2M stages and the updating objectives differ in different stages. In the first stage, we believe the CTF is closer to the practical ground truth than the sample, and PgNN will focus on updating the sample parameters O (0) while keeping the CTF unchanged. Then, we will update the CTF C (0) by keeping O (1) unchanged, since the modified sample O (1) after previous updating will contain more detailed and realistic information. As the network parameters are alternately updated, the high-resolution object and CTF will gradually converge to the optimal point. From the corresponding amplitude and phase components shown in Fig. 2a , we can see the obvious resolution improvement in the first two stages, and obtain reconstructed results with high quality after the last stage.
Another benefit to incorporating the alternate updating process is that this mechanism can help to update the parameters in a more efficient way and make the model converge quickly by changing the backward information flow [37] . In our experiments, we typically take five epochs or fewer for a single stage to make a quick optimization.
The Enhanced Loss Function
One of the strengths of neural networks lies in the diversity of their powerful loss functions. Since different loss functions lead to different backward gradients, the models can learn the underlying information under various gradient descents. Here, we apply the total variation (TV) regularization into our model to improve the performance of the network.
TV is a widely used loss function in the field of signal processing and image super-resolution [38] , [39] . By calculating the integral of the absolute gradient, it makes an evaluation of the degree to which the image is disturbed by noise. Since the TV loss encourages spatial smoothness in generated images, we incorporated it in our method to effectively eliminate artifacts and make the images more realistic.
For our FP application, we attempted to reconstruct the object images composed of both amplitude and phase components. Thus, we expand the basic loss function (10) with TV as follows,
where '| · |' and ' ' represent the amplitude component and the phase component of the object. Equation (12) is composed of three parts, where ϕ hn (k) − ϕ ln (k) represent the smoothness of the amplitude and phase of the updated high-resolution image in the spatial domain. Parameters α 1 and α 2 denote the coefficients of two TV terms respectively. The larger the value, the smoother the reconstructed image. The standard formulation of the TV function is expressed as (13) , where o(r) is used as a template, η represents the power series of TV and η = 1 is used in our experiments.
This loss function is then optimized via the backward stochastic gradient descent, and it is able to adjust the network output by applying different parameter combinations.
Improved Modality of Optical Aberration
When observing the reconstructed results, we find it would be hard and ambiguous to recover a high quality CTF, since the reconstructed phase component contains many artifacts. Although the application of deep learning tools to improve the performance of neural networks is a preferred and effective method, it would be much desirable to update the aberration in a more efficient and effective optical manner.
Here, we incorporated the Zernike mode into our proposed network to further improve the recovery accuracy of the CTF, due to its powerful ability to describe wavefront characteristics in optical imaging [40] . The Zernike modes are composed of a series of polynomials defined orthogonal to each other within a unit circle, which are consistent with the systematic aberration forms observed in microscopy. As a power series expansion, each order term of the Zernike polynomial has its unique corresponding physical meaning. Fig. 3 shows the color bar of the first six Zernike modes, where Z 1 denotes the constant term in the optical aberration, which makes no contribution towards the FP decomposition procedure, and Z 4 represents the defocus pattern, which is quite common in captured datasets [1] , [2] , [36] .
In traditional methods, the CTF is always updated as a whole. When directly inherited in PgNN, it would take large number of stages to converge. Nevertheless, if we apply the Zernike function to change the form of hidden layers of the CTF, the parameters that need to be compensated for the aberration are reduced from o(n 2 ) to the constant number of Zernike modes that need to be fitted. The new modality of the phase component of the CTF is updated as
where L denotes the number of Zernike modes, and c l ∈ R is the coefficient of each Zernike polynomial Z l (k). In general, the first nine modes can already fit the common aberration in microscopy. In other words, we only need to train nine parameters to achieve the same performance as that of its entirety. As for the CTF intensity component, it will still be updated as a whole. As such, C(k) = |C(k)| · exp{i C(k)} is the final form we used in PgNN. The additional benefits of applying Zernike modes are as follows. The capacity of our datasets is very small, and the previous strategy has the problems of insufficient training and difficulty in CTF reconstruction. When training finite coefficients on the optical aberration, PgNN can focus on the most important aberration patterns, such as defocusing, and recover a practical CTF, which can help to improve network performance.
FP Reconstruction Procedure with PgNN
By combining the above mechanisms, PgNN can effectively reconstruct the objects and CTFs with high quality and the whole procedure can be divided into three parts (Fig. 2a) .
In the first initialization section, we will initialize the parameters required by the network in a novel way. The dataset fed into the network contains a group of lowresolution intensity images captured from a single sample illuminated under various angles. We should note that as the dataset contains the high frequency information necessary to recover the object, some useful methods like data augmentation were not applied. Additionally, since the physicsguided network is quite different from other data-driven models, the traditional sophisticated weight initialization method is no longer suitable in this situation. Consistent with traditional methods, the up-sampled central intensity image and the standard format of CTF (3) with zero phase component are used as the initial guesses.
Next, the object and CTF are modeled as learnable weights of hidden layers according to (8) , (9) and (14) . Since the TV coefficients α 1 , α 2 are usually negligible, the loss function (14) is mainly determined by the deviation extracted from the two exit waves during AP, and the network output approaches zero when converges. In this way, PgNN can obtain the results without any supervision, and can adjust the imaging performance by choosing different combinations of TV coefficients. Considering multiple epochs as a stage, the network can converge in a short number of stages by updating these two targets alternately via backpropagation.
At the output stage, we can obtain the wide FOV, highresolution object with unrolled CTF simultaneously by extracting the optimized parameters of hidden layers.
EXPERIMENT
We validated our PgNN on both simulated and experimental datasets and compared our quadruple sampling results with the classic analytical method ePIE [2] , which plays the role of ground truth in many data-driven FP models. Because there are no generic automatic indicators for biomedical images, we will take the smoothness and detailed information such as cellular structures as the evaluation standards.
System Setup
We used a programmable LED matrix placed 9 cm below the sample plane for illumination, with the step size for adjacent incident wave vectors k n being 0.05 in both k x and k y . We then introduced a 2X (the magnification factor is 2), 0.1 NA objective lens with a 200 mm tube lens to build a FP microscopy platform and utilized a 5-megapixel camera with a pixel size of 3.45 µm to sequentially capture low-resolution intensity images. The whole setup and its schematic diagram are shown in Fig. 1a .
For the generation of simulated datasets, we first chose two images as the amplitude and phase components of the ground truth in the spatial domain. Then, 225 low-resolution subregions in the sample's spectrum were generated corresponding to the 15 by 15 LEDs in the illumination matrix according to the physical model defined in (2) , and the intensity components with a size of 32 × 32 obtained by the inverse Fourier transform were used as simulation data. To be more authentic, we additionally assumed these images were captured with a defocus distance of 50 µm which would raise the difficulty of achieving convergence.
For the acquisition of experimental datasets, we collected images under two image capturing conditions. First, we obtained two tissue section datasets where the samples were well placed on the focal plane. Under this circumstance, the CTF could hardly exert influence on the sample reconstruction and we would compare images recovered from PgNN and ePIE. The corresponding image size was 64 × 64. Then, we designed an extreme but valuable extension that we placed the sample in a high-defocus, high-exposure condition with the captured image size of 128 × 128 under monochromatic light source. In this extension, some captured images were so overexposed that their corresponding frequency information were totally lost.
For the settings of PgNN, we alternately updated the sample and CTF generally for 10 stages, and 5 epochs for each stage in experimental datasets. As for simulated datasets, such hyperparameters would be set larger since the image size was smaller. The input image size could be arbitrary, and the up-sampled output image size was 4 times larger than the input. Furthermore, we applied an Adam optimizer to train PgNN.
Results on Simulated Datasets
The ground truths are shown in Fig. 4a and d1 , where the former denotes the amplitude and phase components of the sample of which image size is 128 × 128, and the latter represents the corresponding optical aberration in a defocus distance of 50 µm. The goal of PgNN is to unroll those features from 225 × 32 × 32 intensity images.
Alternate updating process. In Fig. 4c , we show the reconstructed results from incomplete PgNN where the TV loss and Zernike mode are not activated. Meanwhile, we additionally forced PgNN to continuously update the sample while keeping the CTF unchanged, and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4b . Apparently, the modified reconstruction (Fig. 4c) contains fewer artifacts and achieves higher fidelity compared to the results shown in Fig. 4b , owning to the reconstruction of the CTF (Fig. 4d2) . As to the training curve corresponding to Fig. 4c , it is also obvious that the introduction of alternate updating principle indeed leads to a better result by the significant margins shown in Fig. 4e .
We can demonstrate that the alternate updating mechanism raises the framework efficiency and accelerates convergence by controlling the backward dataflow. However, this incomplete PgNN has limitations in that the network cannot work well when the data is captured under high defocus distances like 50 µm. In this distance, the recovered aberration contains unexpected periodic speckles caused by incorrect updating sequences and are difficult to correct. To solve these problems, additional deep-learning and optical principles were incorporated. Zernike polynomial function. As shown in Fig. 5 , the greatest contribution made by the Zernike mode is the quality correction of the systematic aberration. Observing histograms shown in the last column of Fig. 5 , it is found that the PgNN with a Zernike polynomial can precisely fit the polynomial coefficients (Fig. 5a4) while the one without that cannot restore these parameters (Fig. 5b4) . More specifically, the biased coefficients in Zernike modes 2-3 cause speckles in the reconstructed optical aberration shown in Fig. 5b3 . As reflected in the reconstructed images, the Zernike mode helps PgNN to achieve higher quality (Fig. 5a1,a2 ). In addition, as shown in Fig. 5c4 , we can see that the coefficient amplitudes obtained by decomposing the reconstructed CTF from ePIE are different from the ground truth in Zernike modes 2-3. This disadvantage will hinder the high-quality reconstruction of sample images shown in Fig. 5c1,c2 . Such a phenomenon also proves that taking the optical aberration as a power series expansion is better for learning relative features than taking it as a whole.
Total variation loss. By introducing the alternate updating mechanism and Zernike mode to the basic framework of PgNN, we built a generic interpretable neural network framework for FP reconstructions. Here, we want to further eliminate the interference between amplitude and phase components in reconstructed images, and TV loss is used to handle this problem by making a trade-off between these two targets.
By adjusting the coefficient combination of two TV terms α 1 and α 2 , PgNN can obtain the desired result and thus effectively eliminate image artifacts. Comparing the reconstructed amplitudes shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. 5b1 where the latter activates the TV function, it is obvious that these two supplementary losses greatly reduce the background noise caused by the phase image (Fig. 5b2) . With a similar conclusion, the incorporated TV losses make the phase component smoother (Fig. 5b2) than without TV (Fig. 4c) . In addition, when we activate the Zernike mode and compare our results (Fig. 5a ) with those from ePIE (Fig. 5c) , we clearly find that our reconstructed phase (Fig. 5a2) completely eliminates the amplitude interference while ePIE (Fig. 5c2) cannot. We can also see the performance improvement in amplitude components. As such, we demonstrate that the TV regularization can indeed improve the quality of reconstructed image by eliminating interference fringes.
As an additional supplement, the results from neural networks, such as PgNN, and traditional methods, such as ePIE, do differ from each other, and neural networks provide a new perspective for the FP reconstruction.
Results on Experimental Datasets
In this session, we will focus on the comparison of PgNN and traditional ePIE over various experimental datasets. Furthermore, we design a high-defocus experiment to validate that our method is strongly robust under extreme conditions.
Normal condition. We first test our framework over two general datasets where the samples are placed on the focal plane. Fig. 6 shows the reconstructions of a tissue section stained by immunohistochemistry methodology and the blood smear. In Fig. 6a , we show the three recovered images of the tissue section illuminated by red, green and blue monochromatic LEDs. By combining the three images together, the unrolled color image is shown in Fig. 6b1 with its phase component shown in Fig. 6b2 . The corresponding results from ePIE are shown in Fig. 6c1,c2 . The tissue section dataset is carefully captured so that we could ensure the defocus distance is within a reasonable range. Therefore, the optical aberration could be ignored during the reconstruction, and we find that both PgNN and ePIE can obtain high-resolution images with high quality. Besides, we test the two methods in another blood smear dataset and draw the same conclusion. The recovered sample images from ePIE ( Fig. 6f) and those from PgNN (Fig. 6e) share highly similar detailed information such as cellular structures and phase distribution, and we can clearly see the performance improvement from these reconstructions (some raw images are given in Fig. 1b) . When observing the red circles shown in Fig. 6e2,f2 , we can further find that the result from PgNN effectively eliminates the alias effect.
As a summary, PgNN can perfectly reconstruct highresolution, wide FOV sample images under general conditions, such as low-defocus condition, and provides a new perspective towards recovered images against traditional methods.
Extreme condition. Although the image reconstruction capabilities of PgNN and ePIE are similar in generic datasets, the Zernike mechanism introduced by PgNN greatly enhances the potential to alleviate the optical aberration. We deliberately collect a tissue section dataset in a high-defocus, high-exposure environment, in which the system aberration seriously affect the qualities of captured intensity images with some pictures being overexposed. To make our results more credible, we additionally test PgNN under different network settings, and adjust the number of Zernike modes L to 50.
The reconstructed intensity images with some magnified areas are shown in Fig. 7 (the ground truth is obtained from the corresponding low-defocus dataset). Firstly, compared with the ground truth (Fig. 7a) , we can easily find that ePIE cannot recover a high-resolution amplitude with distinguishable cell structures (Fig. 7e) , which also happens in the reconstruction of PgNN without a Zernike function (Fig. 7d) . Focusing on the center of the secondary magnification area, the PgNN without a TV function (Fig. 7c) seems smooth in whole, but is actually rough in detail due to the interference of noise. Meanwhile, the information of small cellular structure is totally lost. In contrast, the complete PgNN can distinguish the small cell characteristics from surrounding tissue structures, and the overall image is smooth with perfect performance (Fig. 7b) .
Similar conclusions can be drawn when observing phase components shown in Fig. 8 . First, images from the PgNN without a Zernike mode (Fig. 8d) and ePIE ( Fig. 8e) are highly blurred and cannot provide instructive information for biomedical applications. Next, from the primary magnification area shown in Fig. 8c , it happens that there exist stripe artifacts on the top which can be eliminated by the TV loss (Fig. 8b) . Finally, by comparing the complete PgNN ( Fig. 8b) with the ground truth (Fig. 8a) , we can find that their performances are similar in most cell architectures.
DISCUSSION
The physics-guided model differs from traditional analytical methods and data-driven models in many aspects. Compared to traditional methods, PgNN is much more flexible. By adjusting the learning rate and other hyperparameters, different output results can be obtained. At the same time, the unique backpropagation mechanism of the neural network makes the fusion of principles possible, helping to improve the imaging performance (Fig. 5, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 ) and make the model more robust (Fig. 7, Fig. 8 ). Compared to the data-driven networks, PgNN also has several advantages. First, the proposed physics-guided model enhances the interpretability of the neural network, since it is designed to approximate the forward imaging process of FP. Second, it reduces the required amount of training data (only the lowresolution images captured under the varying illumination angles are required in our experiments). Third, our PgNN can reconstruct the image via unsupervised learning. In summary, by incorporating principles and theories from deep learning and optic imaging, PgNN can be oriented to perform reconstruction by changing the backward dataflow and outperform traditional methods. It should be noted that one of the motivations of our work is to address the difficulties in obtaining biomedical datasets, which are expected to be resolved in the near future. We used well-designed model and specific principles such as the TV regularization and Zernike mode to temporarily fix this drawback, and we will extend our work with the data-driven method in the future work.
SUMMARY
In this work, we have provided a physics-guided neural network to solve Fourier ptychographic imaging. By gradually incorporating the total variation mechanism and Zernike polynomial function, PgNN can unroll the object image in the complex domain with high resolution and wide FOV. We verified the validity of our model in simulated and experimental datasets, and demonstrated that PgNN was more robust than traditional FP methods in the highdefocus, high-exposure dataset.
At present, PgNN is mainly composed of several valuable principles taken from optic imaging and deep learning so that it can work well in small datasets. It is valuable to introduce the data-driven method in the physics-guided framework to make it more powerful. For example, we can model part of the Fourier ptychographic forward imaging process via an advanced network architecture, like ResNet, FPN, U-net and so on. Consequently, we can use large data to train the network to learn advanced features at the beginning, and then utilize the remaining physics-guided framework to fine tune in new datasets. Next, the introduction of the TV regularization and Zernike mode helps to improve the network performance. Although we can foresee the effect of different coefficient combinations, manual adjustment is still required for redundant operation in practice. In addition, since there exist no general automatic indicators for biomedical applications, how to optimize the image evaluation system, with which the network can automatically adjust the performance, is also a feasible direction of research.
